USD49,716 has been raised to sanitise booths going. We are sharing the company’s additional costs GuarantCo and PIDG TA support to buckets and face masks for the project.

USD100,000 has been raised for sanitary items for supplying vital personal protective equipment (PPE) to key distribution nodes supporting COVID-19 response InfraCo Asia in Myanmar – TA grant for vital PPE: actioned through the PIDG-wide COVID-response task team

On the circuit

We congratulate the following on their appointments trying to achieve, only we now have a greater diversity so have I. I am now the COO and have found myself genuinely operates on the frontier can sometimes be Working for a company that is evolving and that crisis. Collaborating across PIDG has also pushed experience with InfraCo Africa to date.

African landscape, I decided to change my career plan. funding to mobilise private sector investment really provide for some comparison against a financial to the Board how developmental a project was and experience, the lack of sufficient investible projects targeting to specific regions, or countries, or sectors programmes currently operating, varying from those seminar, data was gathered on over 150 TA / PP
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Sharing knowledge

including on gender and climate.
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As part of our response, PIDG formed a press: Agreement on Climate Change.

As part of this process we have developed a detailed
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3. Fragile and Conflict-Affected countries

Transactions that reflect some measure of innovation training days including wind project economics, and the development of bankable wind power projects Government-side TA
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